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MY THESIS TOPIC:

- The successful use militia forces, advantageous terrain, and American “Regulars” by the forces of the Southern Campaign allowed for a quick and decisive end to the American Revolution.

- My research focused solely on the battles of Kings Mountain, Cowpens, and Guilford Courthouse.
BATTLE OF KING'S MOUNTAIN

• “At the Battle of King's Mountain every participant but one was an American.” (Dykeman, 4)

• The British were led by Captain Patrick Ferguson (the only non-American).

• Was the first major American victory after the defeat at Camden.

• Highlighted the effectiveness of militia forces in “hit-and-run” styled attacks (Draper, 288).

• Resulted in the loss of General Cornwallis’ flank; forced to abandon his march on Charlotte, North Carolina.
BATTLE OF COWPENS

- Fought on Gen. Morgan’s terrain of choice.
- Morgan sought to use Militia as complementary, not supplementary forces (Pugh, 169).
- The militia were told to fire “three shots” before retreating (Babbits, 94-95).
- Morgan’s victory at Cowpens deprived Cornwallis of his Light Infantry.
- Result of battle meant Cornwallis would flee north towards the Dan River, near Guilford.
- “An action that crippled the British army but left the American army intact.” – Lawerence Babbits, (146).
BATTLE OF GUILFORD COURTHOUSE

- Greene set up into a defensive position; Cornwallis set out to destroy Greene’s “Flying Army”.
- British were in midst of a recruiting drive for Loyalist Militia; believed N. Carolina was almost in their grasp (Hiatt, 14).
- The Battle was only a Strategic Victory for the Americans, as the British lost “up to a fourth of their entire army.” (Tarleton, 276)
- Greene counted his losses as “trivial” compared to the British; “We fight, get beat, rise, and fight again.” (Greene, 435)
CONCLUSION

• The Militia proved to be a vital asset to both the American and British forces of the Southern Campaign.

• Without the Southern Colonies, Cornwallis is forced to regroup north with Gen. Arnold in Virginia.

• “Hit-and-Run” and other Guerilla-styled tactics were innovative to European-styled warfare; the British were not prepared to cope with the ensuing losses.

• The use of the Patriot militia was key in Greene’s campaign to kick Cornwallis out of the South. His loss in the Carolinas would force him into Virginia and, eventually, Yorktown.
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